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CHAPTER ONE


Black Screens, Lost Bodies
The Cinematic Apparatus of 9 /11 Horror


LAURA FROST


If, reader, you are slow now to believe


what I shall tell, that is no cause for wonder,


for I who saw it hardly can accept it.


DA N T E ,  I N F ER N O


Here, as emergency services groped through the black- and- white fallout  


of the vanished towers, and as color drained from the scene, the horror  


was new. We couldn’t bear to look, and all we did was look.


A N T HON Y  L A N E ,  “ T H I S  I S  N O T  A  MOV I E ”


The medieval Florentine poet Dante Alighieri may seem an odd starting 


point for a discussion of the representation of 9/11. But to understand the 


power of visual horror, we can do no better than to consider his Inferno, which 


influenced the artistic depiction of horror for centuries to follow.1 The auda-


cious premise of Dante’s Divine Comedy is that the poet is also the poem’s 


main character, who finds himself middle- aged and lost in a dark wood and 


proceeds to give an eyewitness description of the geography of damnation. 


In the seventh circle of Inferno, the poet and his guide, Virgil, pass through 


a forest of blackened, gnarled trees. “Look carefully,” Virgil instructs Dante, 


“you’ll see such things / as would deprive my speech of all belief,” sure that 


his own reasoned, logical words will fail to convince Dante. Yet seeing fails, 


too. Dante writes:


From every side I heard the sound of cries,


but I could not see any source for them,


so that, in my bewilderment, I stopped.


I think that he was thinking that I thought
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so many voices moaned among those trunks


from people who had been concealed from us.2


Before Dante is able to understand that, according to the ruthless law of 


contrapasso (by which people are given a punishment in hell that fits their par-


ticular crime in life), the barren trees were once violent against themselves—


suicides—he needs to hear, see, and feel the suffering souls’ stories. Seeing 


here is not necessarily believing or understanding, and visual experience is 


closely related to problems of cognition.


 Dante’s imagery is startlingly dramatic and vivid—even anachronistically 


“cinematic”—and it sets forth some of the most basic principles of horror 


fiction. Inferno demonstrates how gruesome spectacles can operate on many 


levels at once, as both grippingly literal tales and complex allegories of po-


litical, moral, and theological dramas. The body—tortured, transformed—is 


always at the center of this imagery, both in Dante’s elaborate descriptions of 


the damned and in his own visceral responses (he weeps, faints, and shakes 


with terror as he is threatened and heckled by the sinners).3 The sequence 


of initially failing to see or understand heightens the suspense around dis-


covering the actual scope of the horror. Similarly, the horror film, in its clas-


sic forms, is structured around withholding, as the monster or fiend initially 


leaves spectators gaping and wondering, in epistemic confusion. The horror 


film pays particular attention to the dread and disbelief of the viewer, which 


precedes the revelation of the beast, maniac, or whatever the menace may be. 


J. P. Telotte, adopting a phenomenological approach to horror film, alerts us to 


how the genre highlights the very process of seeing: it “calls our attention to 


the way in which we perceive its horrors and underscores that manner of see-


ing with specific imagery of a failed or improper vision.”4 Dennis Giles also 


proposes that “delayed, blocked, or partial vision” is “central to the strategy of 


horror cinema,”5 and that it is essential to the genre’s means of building sus-


pense, which is typically resolved, like Dante’s narrative, with the revelation 


of the shocking spectacle that has produced such fear and confusion.


 This drama of the discrepancy between the spectacle and its meaning, see-


ing and believing, vision and cognition, underpins fictions of horror. But the 


dynamic is not limited to the realm of fiction. It was a constitutive part of the 


way the events of 9/11 were seen, understood, and experienced, and how they 


were represented in mainstream media. As I will explain here, images from 


that day were disseminated through a combination of repetitive spectacle and 


obfuscation that created epistemic confusion. Mainstream representations of 


9/11 constructed a particular relationship between spectacle and viewer, pre-


senting selected elements of the events while withholding others. Although 
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this mode was meant to protect people from the most upsetting images of 9/11 


devastation, the strategy resulted in representations that remain stalled in the 


preliminary stage of suspense and confusion.


“I can’t believe what I’m seeing.”


 This utterance appeared to be a reasonable response to what happened in 


Manhattan on the morning of September 11, 2001. As one plane and then 


another crashed into buildings so high that the sky itself seemed to hang from 


them, and as people jumped from these burning buildings to their deaths 


shortly before one edifice and then the other crumbled to the ground, all 220 


floors, disbelief was an entirely appropriate reaction.


 In the face of such shocking scenes, the impulse to analogize was almost 


immediate. For most people, 9/11 was so out of the range of typical experi-


ence that there was no clear framework in which it could be assimilated. These 


analogies were a cognitive effort to integrate 9/11 into the order of things by 


establishing a collective, public understanding of the events and bringing it 


out of its seeming singularity into a larger frame of reference and historical 


precedent.6 For those who were watching 9/11 unfold on television, as well 


as those who were in downtown Manhattan that morning, the most com-


mon comparison made was to action movies, such as Die Hard ( John Mc-


Tiernan, 1988), Independence Day (Roland Emmerich, 1996), Escape from New 


York ( John Carpenter, 1981), Armageddon (Michael Bay, 1998), and The Tower-


ing Inferno ( John Guillermin, 1974).7


 The action film analogy, however, did not have lasting traction. While the 


events themselves—crashing planes and collapsing buildings—were reminis-


cent of action films, the mood in New York and in the nation became much 


more psychological and internal, shifting to the more insidious and subtle 


dynamics of paranoia and dread. This change was embodied by the difference 


between planes colliding with buildings and mysterious anthrax terrorism. 


This new psychological landscape was less appropriate to action films and 


more to horror films, which center on the drama of the unknown and the 


unreal.


 If September 11 looked like cinema, it was then ironic that cinema started 


to look like September 11. Films of many different genres began to explore the 


disaster, explicitly or indirectly, including drama (World Trade Center [Oliver 


Stone, 2006], The Great New Wonderful [Danny Leiner, 2005], 25th Hour 


[Spike Lee, 2002]); the buddy movie (Reign over Me [Mike Binder, 2007]); 


and even comedy (Postal [Uwe Boll, 2007] and Sarah Silverman: Jesus Is Magic 


[Liam Lynch, 2005]) and romantic comedy (Love Actually [Richard Curtis, 


2003]). 9/11 imagery was quickly absorbed into the lexicon of horror and sus-
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pense. Many horror films of the past five years allude to 9/11 with varying 


degrees of complexity, including The Omen ( John Moore, 2006), which uses 


images of 9/11 in its opening sequence to set a particular tone, and M. Night 


Shyamalan’s The Happening (2008), which shows construction workers com-


mitting suicide by throwing themselves off a building near Central Park. 


Critics were skeptical of any film using 9/11 imagery, and even more critical 


of horror films that did so.8


 As others have noted, there has been a recent proliferation of horror films 


about zombies, killer viruses, and urban apocalypses since 2001, and these 


films can be read as metaphorical commentaries on the political climate in 


the United States following 9/11.9 Given horror film’s history of engaging— 


however perversely—contemporary sources of fear, anxiety, and political 


strife, it is not surprising to see this genre responding to 9/11. It has become 


routine to read horror as an allegorical response to political anxieties (e.g., 


the Cold War, Vietnam, the Reagan Era),10 and critics have paid increasing 


attention to horror films responding to national trauma.11 We expect horror to 


play the role of provocateur: the genre that will go where no genre has gone 


before, however taboo.


 What interests me is not so much the story of horror films behaving as we 


would expect, but rather in pointing out a specific contrast between the man-


ner in which the events of 9/11 were disseminated and represented in main-


stream media and horror film’s way of approaching the spectacle. Carol Clover 


asserts that horror film is “not only the form that most obviously trades in 


the repressed, but [is] itself the repressed of mainstream filmmaking.”12 Inso-


far as the treatment of 9/11 in horror films is grounded in mainstream repre-


sentations of the events, my exploration of horror films hinges on a detailed 


analysis of how news sources as well as documentary and “art” films narrate 


9/11. I will argue that horror films point to the strategies of mainstream rep-


resentation of 9/11 that are meant to protect the audience but which, in fact, 


present cognitive problems that have not yet been solved.


 While many of the other essays in this anthology are interested in ex-


ploring the tendency of horror film to eschew literal in favor of metaphorical 


means of representation, I will primarily investigate films that take a literal 


approach to September 11—that is, films that directly address the events in 


New York, including Paul Greengrass’s United 93 (2006), Oliver Stone’s World 


Trade Center, Michael Moore’s Fahrenheit 9 /11 (2004), and Gédéon and Jules 


Naudet’s 9 /11 (2002).


 Though radically different in their style and approach, all these films share 


common visual strategies in their representation of the events in Manhat-


tan on September 11. I will consider how certain elements of their cinematic 
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apparatus—audio tracks, POV shots, handheld camerawork, and, most strik-


ingly, black screens—are deployed to figure particular aspects of September 11 


as unrepresentable, and how the films offer common thematic substitutions 


(heroic firefighters, wondering witnesses, and burning buildings) for human 


casualties. Subsequently, I will examine two horror films, Cloverfield (Matt 


Reeves, 2008) and Mulberry Street ( Jim Mickle, 2006), which, while offer-


ing very different approaches to narrating 9/11, both point to what is elided in 


mainstream representations of that day and suggest what is at stake in such 


elision.


FA D E T O B L A C K: T R A U M AT I C N A R R AT I V E


What’s immediately noticeable about most 9/11 representation to date—both 


fiction and nonfiction—is its emphasis on narratives of redemption, bravery, 


noble sacrifice, dignified human connection, and, above all, heroism. Films 


such as Flight 93 (Peter Markle, 2006), United 93, Saint of 9 /11 (Glenn Hol-


sten, 2006), and World Trade Center participate in narrating the events of loss 


and destruction as stories of human courage, community, and dignity. Of 


course, the heroic acts of 9/11 should be applauded, but the disproportionate 


emphasis on those stories should give one pause. In his Village Voice review of 


World Trade Center, J. Hoberman addressed this tendency: “The key to con-


verting disaster into entertainment is uplift. . . . By focusing on two of the 


20 people pulled alive from the pile that crushed some 2,700, . . . spectators 


can invest their emotions in the handful of individuals miraculously chosen 


to survive the disaster rather than the overwhelming anonymous multitude 


who perished.”13 What do we lose if “uplift” is the requisite slant of 9/11 rep-


resentation—that is, if the lens is trained on the heroic exception rather than 


more upsetting but perhaps more representative events? Even a film such 


as Michael Moore’s documentary Fahrenheit 9 /11, which positions itself as 


staunchly critical of the status quo, averts its eyes from significant parts of 


9/11.


 The memorable opening credit sequence of Fahrenheit 9 /11 shows Bush, 


Cheney, Rice, Powell, and Wolfowitz getting made up for television appear-


ances. The screen goes black for one minute, during which, after a few seconds 


of silence, we hear the roar of a plane engine, a crash, screams, and sirens. The 


first image that follows the darkness is a shot of panicked, weeping pedes-


trians. As bells toll, a sequence of images shows people looking up, reacting, 


and crying, interspliced with brief shots of debris flying through the air. The 


Trade Center ruins appear only briefly in the background of a couple of shots. 
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Three minutes in, Moore’s narration begins with the following voice- over: 


“On September 11, 2001, nearly 3,000 people, including a colleague of mine, 


Bill Weems, were killed in the largest foreign attack ever on American soil.”


 Some critics found the black screen admirable for its restraint; some 


thought it was all the more powerful for requiring the viewer to imagine the 


accompanying spectacle. Others saw the gesture as manipulative.14 Moore’s 


abandonment of direct representation is particularly striking given his per-


sonal approach to documentary: didactic, polemical, and strongly dependent 


on voice- overs. Whatever we think of Moore’s black screen, it must be read 


in relation to the unique circumstances of the dissemination of 9/11 imagery.


 Most people experienced September 11 as a visual event. The planes crash-


ing, the buildings collapsing, the blanket of gray ash that cast the city into 


darkness, and the smoking wreckage afterward were the dominant images 


through which the events were witnessed. At the same time that the media 


inundated viewers with certain images, primarily the towers burning and 


crumpling and the rescue and cleanup efforts of firefighters and police offi-


cers, some of the most striking and upsetting images of the day were quickly 


censored. It could be argued that the parts of 9/11 that could not be seen—


could not be witnessed—are equally important and more haunting. There 


is almost no visual record of the loss of human life during 9/11. “Images of 


corpses, body parts, and human gore were absent from the coverage following 


the events,” Barbie Zelizer notes in her article on 9/11 reportage.15 Those who 


died on the hijacked planes could not be seen. Those who died in the collaps-


ing towers were only glimpsed in photographs taken with a telephoto lens. 


The human remains that did survive intact did not appear in newspapers or on 


television. Zelizer notes a single example of a photograph in the Daily News 


of a severed hand. This absence of damaged bodies and death was echoed 


in the “Missing” posters throughout Manhattan, frequently shown by the 


media, which gesture toward absence rather than death.16


 One striking example of the erasure of bodily damage from 9/11 is the 


people falling from the WTC, who were the most visible victims of the disas-


ter in New York City. Their very public deaths registered as especially dread-


ful. Two weeks after September 11, Anthony Lane wrote in the New Yorker 


that “the most important, if distressing, images to emerge from those hours 


are not of the raging towers, or of the vacuum where they once stood; it is 


the shots of people falling from the ledges.”17 Psychological studies after 9/11 


singled out the witnessing of falling people—live or on TV (some people were 


traumatized by images they did not witness firsthand)—as a major predic-


tor of PTSD. This, of the many upsetting images from the day, had a lasting 
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traumatic effect on some viewers.18 Arguably, the traumatic impact of these 


images was exacerbated by the way they were presented in the media. Live 


video footage and photographs appeared briefly on TV and in newspapers, 


but the images were then immediately taken out of circulation and continued 


to be carefully edited from most retrospective coverage of 9/11 in the United 


States.19 In his Esquire essay on “The Falling Man,” Tom Junod discusses how 


footage of the falling bodies was driven from mainstream American news 


sources into more obscure channels, such as Internet sites that traffic in sen-


sational and pornographic material: “In a nation of voyeurs, the desire to face 


the most disturbing aspects of our most disturbing day was somehow ascribed 


to voyeurism, as though the jumpers’ experience, instead of being central to 


the horror, was tangential to it, a sideshow best forgotten.” 20 Casting the 


desire to see as a pathology (i.e., voyeurism) not only insinuates that there 


is something shameful and disrespectful about the impulse, but also that the 


desire itself can only—and should only—be addressed in “low” forms.


 “Low” or “disreputable” is exactly how the American horror film has his-


torically been characterized, and Robin Wood suggests that it is precisely 


this debased cultural position that allows the genre to respond “in the most 


clear- cut and direct way” to content that is otherwise repressed.21 One major 


category of repressed imagery that Wood does not account for in his anatomy 


of the American horror film is death. The furor around the beheading videos 


of Daniel Pearl and others, and photographs that show American soldiers’ 


bodies in unheroic postures, for example, demonstrate that such imagery is 


subject to repression both for civilians and for the military.22 Given the con-


ditions of representation, we can read this migration of images of 9/11 death 


to “fringe” or “alternative” media as something of an invitation to genres such 


as horror.


 The media offered a number of visual substitutions for death imagery. One 


of the most prominent was the heroic firefighter. Many witnesses and oral 


histories of 9/11 insist that the images that “haunted” them, as Art Spiegel-


man puts it in his graphic memoir In the Shadow of No Towers, were those of 


falling bodies: these became psychologically iconic.23 But the images that be-


came culturally iconic were those of the rescue workers, and most principally, 


Thomas E. Franklin’s photograph of three firefighters raising the American 


flag in the wreckage of Ground Zero, which became a U.S. postage stamp. 


In other historical traumas, the physical traces of bodies (shoes and hair, for 


example) have been an important part of mourning, as they invoke individual 


people instead of symbolic, abstract entities. The point is not that the grue-


some details of the deaths should be dwelled on, but rather that there is a 
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need to see the more concrete, bodily dimension of the disaster acknowledged 


and reflected in representation. The memento mori that we have for 9/11 do 


not address human death.


 When devastation is shown, it is usually expressed as architectural oblit-


eration. The burning towers, as Zelizer notes, “displaced the bodies that might 


have been visualized instead.”24 Another strategy of substitution is demon-


strated by Moore’s film. In the days after the falling people were removed 


from American newspapers and television, there was a notable shift to foot-


age of bystanders responding to the carnage, which was not itself shown.25 


Images of thunderstruck, wondering spectators were enlisted, like the images 


of brave firefighters and falling buildings, to shift the collective gaze away 


from the awful facts of bodies torn apart, disintegrated, and destroyed: signs 


of a vulnerable nation.


 The phenomenon of the “disappearing” falling bodies—shockingly present 


one day and conjured away the next—and the ensuing confusion around their 


meaning echo the structure of trauma: an event not fully cognized in the mo-


ment, so that it must be returned to later. In PTSD, Cathy Caruth writes, 


“the pathology consists . . . solely in the structure of its experience or reception: 


the event is not assimilated or experienced fully at the time, but only belat-


edly, in its repeated possession of the one who experiences it. To be traumatized 


is precisely to be possessed by an image or event.”26 The suppression or censor-


ship of particularly awful images, which was intended to protect viewers from 


being traumatized, in fact reinforced the traumatic structure of the events. 


This is illustrated by the production of so many narratives about 9/11 that are 


formally structured as a traumatic event, circling around a representational 


absence. Characterized by aporia, disavowal, and fragmentation, traumatic 


narratives compulsively return to whatever has not been understood or assimi-


lated, and either represent it in a distorted, evasive way, or elide it entirely.27


 Just so, the black screen in Fahrenheit 9 /11 represents September 11 as a 


bodiless trauma. The imaginative reenactments in A&E’s drama Flight 93 


and Paul Greengrass’s United 93 both show some elements of the passen-


gers’ drama, but they are reticent about depicting real human casualties. At 


the moment that United 93 is about to show the crash that actually killed the 


passengers and the hijackers, a scene that would undermine the film’s heroic 


thrust, the screen goes black.28


 Heroic firefighters, collapsing buildings, gaping spectators, and black 


screens were the main tropes of mainstream representations of 9/11, and spe-


cifically the images that were substituted for human devastation. The film 


that epitomizes this strategy—and which proved curiously influential for one 


horror film’s response to 9/11—is Gédéon and Jules Naudet’s 9 /11. The Nau-
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dets’ original mandate was to make a documentary about a rookie fireman at 


Engine 7, Ladder 1, on Duane Street in New York, placing the film exactly at 


the center of the heroic 9/11 narrative (the firefighters’ story). The filmmakers 


are busy capturing the life of men in the firehouse when they are blindsided 


by 9/11. In a scene that could have been scripted in Hollywood, there is a 


nighttime sequence just before September 11 showing the fire chief talking to 


the new recruit, with the WTC glittering menacingly behind them: “Tunnel 


vision,” he instructs his apprentice. “That’s what’s gonna keep you alive and 


give you the opportunity to help anybody else.”


 The brothers are separated early in the day, and each shoots his own video. 


Jules, by astounding chance, happened to train his camera on the first plane 


colliding with the North Tower; he races downtown with the company to the 


scene. The film has a substantial amount of footage of the burning and col-


lapsing buildings; its preface highlights this feature, declaring that it includes 


“THE ONLY KNOWN FOOTAGE FROM INSIDE TOWER 1—AN EYEWITNESS 


ACCOUNT OF ONE OF THE MOST DEFINING MOMENTS OF OUR TIME.” The 


camera work is foregrounded throughout the film, and particularly in two 


of its most dramatic moments: two black screen sequences. The first occurs 


when Jules is in the lobby of Tower 1 with members of the fire company as 


the tower collapses. He runs in the concourse with the firefighters, his cam-


era still recording, and debris starts to fall as the lens goes black. The story 


resumes as the light comes up and the camera, through a lens covered in dust, 


captures moving figures in the dark space. Jules uses his camera floodlight to 


help the firefighters navigate in the gloom. Here the POV shot, which typi-


cally reflects the perspective of a protagonist or a sympathetic character (ex-


cept, markedly, in horror, where films such as Halloween [ John Carpenter, 


1978], Friday the 13th [Sean Cunningham, 1980], and The Silence of the Lambs 


[ Jonathan Demme, 1991] exploit the POV of the psychopath), becomes a 


technical part of the rescue effort. This turn of events only makes more ex-


plicit the assumption behind the Naudets’ approach to 9/11. Not only is the 


camera, by aligning itself with the firefighters’ POV, a vehicle for their heroic 


story, but it is also literally a beacon of light.


 Meanwhile, the other Naudet, Gédéon, is standing with a group of 


stunned firefighters “in the shadow of Tower One” when it falls. Running 


with his camera, as it records his bumpy trajectory, suddenly Gédéon and the 


camera fall to the ground. The air gets progressively darker and grittier, and 


we hear whistling air. Papers blow up against the camera lens, rustling, as 


feathery bits of debris alight on the camera. After a period of darkness, out-


lines of objects start to emerge through the sepia lens: a car, a tree, ground 


covered in a heavy, gray blanket of debris. Both scenes of dropped cameras are 
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moments in which the image reasserts itself out of the darkness as a miracu-


lous assertion of life against all odds.29


 The neat way in which the black screen scenes are incorporated into the 


film’s heroic narrative raises the question of what does not fit so neatly or, as 


Susan Sontag urges us to ask of all photography, what is not being shown.30 


The dropped Handycam scenes—accidental moments—imply that the film-


makers are delivering raw footage and showing us everything, but this makes 


all the more striking what the Naudets do not show: bodies. We see large 


expanses of rubble- strewn streets but no signs of fatalities, with one notable 


exception: a scene of firefighters carrying the body of the FDNY chaplain 


Mychal Judge (the “Saint of 9/11”), the composition of which strongly re-


sembles Christ being carried from the Cross.


 Thirty- nine minutes into the film, Jules Naudet is in the lobby of one of the 


towers with the fire chiefs and there is a loud thudding sound. As in Moore’s 


film, the falling bodies are heard but not seen. Instead, we see reaction shots 


of the firefighters and pedestrians and formal interviews with the firefighters 


and Jules himself explaining how terrible the noise was: “Every thirty seconds 


that same crashing sound would resonate throughout the lobby. It is prob-


ably the thing that will stay with me always, the realization that every time 


I heard this sound, it was a life that was gone.”31 The representation of the 


scene in the lobby does accurately reflect Jules’s dominant impression, which 


was aural; but even the sound of bodies striking the ground was later edited 


to decrease its impact and imply that there were fewer “jumpers” than there 


actually were.32


 It must have taken a true feat of editing to remove most visual signs of 


death from the film, even as otherwise the Naudets are at pains to reflect a 


gritty realism. The omission of damaged bodies is not presented as a delib-


erate, stylized effect; rather, it operates according to the same kind of dis-


cretionary censorship that characterized mainstream news reportage. Time 


magazine praised the Naudets for their restraint: “Jules recalls that as soon 


as he entered the lobby, he saw two people fleeing the building, engulfed in 


flames, but he chose not to tape them. ‘I saw that horrible image,’ he remem-


bers, ‘and I thought, “Well, maybe this is censorship, but I don’t think anyone 


should see this.”’ ”33


 What does it mean for a film to show nothing?34 While the black screen is 


often used in documentaries to reflect footage of an event that was not filmed 


or to allow the audience to imagine a scene rather than see it, the consistent 


black screens in 9/11 films are paradoxical, given what otherwise seems like 


a bombardment of prescribed imagery. Although the black screens in Fahr-


enheit 9 /11, United 93, and 9 /11 function differently, they all imply that the 
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bodily, human destruction of 9/11 at the center of the events must not be 


shown.


“W H E RE W E RE Y OU W H E N T H E 


C L O V E R F I E L D M O N S T E R H I T?”


If we think of horror film as a genre that thrives on what is repressed else-


where, mainstream representations of 9/11, which were so openly constructed 


to protect the viewer from upsetting imagery and, less openly, to maintain a 


heroic narrative tone, seem like obvious candidates for the “horror treatment.” 


The Naudet documentary, hailed as a masterful representation of 9/11, has the 


curious distinction of having appeared to be a key influence on one of the more 


direct responses to 9/11 in horror film: Matt Reeves’s Cloverfield. Upon its re-


lease, Anthony Lane decreed that the film marked a shift in the treatment 


of 9/11, arguing that the “real story of ‘Cloverfield’ is that of a major studio 


biding its time—more than six years—before breaking cover and forging a 


blockbuster from the fear that was born on 9/11.”35 Roger Ebert agreed that 


Cloverfield demonstrates that “the statute has run out on the theory that after 


9/11 it would be in bad taste to show Manhattan being destroyed. So explicit 


are the 9/11 references in Cloverfield that the monster is seen knocking over 


skyscrapers, and one high- rise is seen leaning against another.”36


 Bad taste is what Cloverfield is all about. The film’s poster shows a decapi-


tated Statue of Liberty pointing toward an ominous path cut through both 


the water and smoking, torn buildings in lower Manhattan. “Some Thing 


Has Found Us,” the poster warns. An homage to John Carpenter’s Escape 


from New York, with Lady Liberty’s head lodged in a Manhattan street, the 


image also reads like a parody of a United 93 poster, which features a similar 


shot of the statue and Manhattan on the verge of invasion by plane. Within 


the initial twenty minutes, Cloverfield ’s first major special effect is the Statue 


of Liberty’s head careening into the street like a bowling ball, making a sight 


gag out of the common post- 9/11 anxiety that the statue would be attacked 


(it was closed to tourists and heavily guarded for months after September 11). 


The spectacle, so excessive in its literalization of symbolism and its spoof on 


the discretion with which other 9/11 films avoid showing human dismem-


berment, signals that Cloverfield is “horror satire”: this is Attack of the Killer 


Tomatoes! ( John De Bello, 1978) territory.37


 Like the immediate drama of September 11, Cloverfield ’s action is short 


and compressed, set primarily in the streets of New York over the course 


of one night. Its main conceit is its cinema verité style, ostensibly shot by a 








FIGURE 1.1. Cloverfield poster (Paramount, 2008).








FIGURE 1.2. United 93 poster (Universal, 2006).
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Handycam in real time. (As Carol Clover observes, “Horror movies rub our 


noses in camerawork.”)38 The film begins with a leader from a digital video 


found by U.S. Department of Defense: “Camera retrieved at incident site 


‘US- 447.’ Area formerly known as Central Park.” The Handycam is held by 


several characters at various times, including the main character, Rob, who 


used the camera a month before to shoot a trip to Coney Island with his one- 


time lover, Beth. Snippets of this footage appear whenever there is a pause 


in the monster story, which is palimpsestically recorded over the romantic 


tryst. These camera techniques—and their studied artlessness—are meant 


to establish narrative authenticity. Sontag observes that “pictures of hellish 


events seem more authentic when they don’t have the look that comes from 


being ‘properly’ lighted and composed, because the photographer either is an 


amateur or—just as serviceable—has adopted one of several familiar anti- art 


styles. By flying low, artistically speaking, such pictures are thought to be less 


manipulative.”39 Flight 93 also adopts this style of camera work to show the 


drama of its heroic passengers’ revolt.


 While Cloverfield is heavily indebted to The Blair Witch Project (Daniel 


Myrick and Eduardo Sánchez, 1999), it is also strikingly close in many ways to 


the Naudet documentary, both in its imagery and, above all, its style. Scenes 


of groups of people panicking, streets filling with rolling clouds of dust, 


buildings collapsing, and people running for their lives and taking refuge in 


stores and under cars, are all shot in the same bumpy, out- of- focus style as 


9 /11. There even seems to be a couple of direct quotes of the Naudets’ film in 


this flippant monster movie.40


 Cloverfield begins with a going- away party in downtown Manhattan for 


Rob, a twenty- something who is about to leave for a job in Japan. Out on the 


fire escape, Rob’s brother is giving him a “deep” lecture about how to treat 


people: “It’s about moments, man, that’s all that matters. You gotta learn to 


say forget the world and hang onto the people you care about the most.” Un-


cannily close to the “tunnel vision” speech in the Naudets’ film, which im-


mediately precedes September 11, no sooner is the soppy sentiment spoken 


than there is a tremendous jolt and the lights in the surrounding buildings 


flicker and go out. The cameraman, Hud, races to join the screaming people 


at the party. When the chaos outside continues, the group hurtles into the 


street.


 This early sequence (before Lady Liberty loses her head) conjures up many 


elements of the 9/11 experience: confusion, panic, the search for a work-


ing cell phone, and groups of people moving uptown or across the Brook-


lyn Bridge, debating where to go and what was happening. Shots of smoke 


clouds that darken the air are, as Roger Ebert notes, “unmistakable evocations 
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of 9/11.” TV reports broadcast “Panic in Manhattan,” “Lower Manhattan is 


in an absolute state of siege,” and “Military mobilized as thousands flee city.” 


There is a “lockdown,” and the tunnels leading out of the city are sealed. Here, 


Cloverfield touches very closely on the claustrophobia and escalation of the 


real 9/11 experience in Manhattan. The seemingly illogical premise of Clover-


field—that the characters keep the camera recording through life- threatening 


danger—was made more plausible by the copious amount of photography 


and film footage from September 11 shot in the middle of the attack, and 


the ubiquitous image of people wielding their camera phones in that footage. 


Cloverfield also captures the vertigo of characters watching news programs 


reporting the events that are unfolding around them. At one point, the char-


acters retreat to an electronics store, where looters are stopped in their tracks 


by the images on the televisions there. The sensation of being caught up in 


events that are already news, but which are no more comprehensible for it, 


was a disorienting effect of experiencing September 11 from downtown Man-


hattan. Even Stephanie Zacharek, who otherwise panned the film at Salon.


com, observes, “Cloverfield harnesses the horror of 9/11—specifically as it was 


felt in New York.”41 The effect is achieved both through the imagery and the 


camera work, which cannot be thought about apart from the amateur films of 


9/11, the amateur photographs that were featured in nationwide exhibitions 


such as Here Is New York: A Democracy of Photographs (2001), and the Naudets’ 


documentary.


 Unlike Blair Witch, where the tension never lets up precisely because we 


never see the threat itself, the claustrophobic tension of Cloverfield dissipates 


as soon as the morphologically perplexing monster and its crayfish- like babies 


show up. It’s frankly a relief to be delivered from a simulation of 9/11 into the 


fake terror of a monster movie. We see, in fact, too much of the monster, in 


ways that make it excessively concrete. There’s no real tension about when 


the monster will appear; like a bull in the china shop of Manhattan, it seems 


to be bumbling everywhere at once. Somehow, the film manages to make 


the monster both completely unexplained (“If you’re watching this film, you 


know more about it than I do,” Rob says in his last recorded statement) and 


un- mysterious. The monster is, in a way, beside the point. The film’s real inter-


est is in its own camera work.


 Its most “authentic” moments—shot from the POV of the terrorized 


characters—include two scenes in which the Handycam falls to the ground 


and goes black. The first occurs early in the film, when Hud, Cloverfield ’s 


main cinematographer, fumbles the camera in a bodega while hiding from 


the monster. The second, more significant scene, is at the end of the film, 


when Rob and Beth huddle under a Central Park bridge after the monster 
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has killed Hud. In the face of their friend’s death and their own terror, they 


have the presence of mind to recover his camera. They quiveringly record their 


last words, à la Blair Witch: “I don’t know why this is happening,” Beth cries. 


There is an explosion and the camera falls to the ground, boulders and de-


bris occlude the lens, and the screen goes black, giving way to a final scene of 


the lovers at Coney Island recorded a month earlier. For a film that is, if any-


thing, excessively demonstrative, the black screen here seems to serve a more 


calculated purpose. Perhaps it spares us seeing the deaths of Rob and Beth as 


boulders crush them, but it also leaves Reeves room to reprise them in a pos-


sible sequel. Indeed, at the very end of the film, following the credits, a voice 


breathes, “It’s still alive.”


 Cynically humorous and cheekily derivative, Cloverfield turns the conven-


tional representation of 9/11 inside out through parody. The original Naudet 


POV, aligned with those of the firefighters, is rendered irrelevant in Clover-


field: police and military authorities have set up headquarters in Blooming-


dale’s, where their main task seems to be exploding people who have been 


bitten by the monster’s babies. Otherwise, they are peripheral to the action. 


The black screen of reticence seems pretentious and meaningless in a film that 


operates through visual excess.


 The parody continues, inadvertently or not, in the publicity apparatus 


around Cloverfield. Its producer J. J. Abrams released a statement about the 


film’s purpose: “We live in a time of great fear. Having a movie that is about 


something as outlandish as a massive creature attacking your city allows 


people to process and experience that fear in a way that is incredibly enter-


taining and incredibly safe.”42 The notion of Cloverfield as a kind of prophy-


lactic to fear is preposterous. The terms Abrams uses—“process” and “ex-


perience”—are strikingly psychological, offering up the film as a therapeutic 


device. While some film critics credit horror films with a similarly cathartic, 


productive, or constructive purpose, this line of argument domesticates—or 


defangs—the unsettling power of horror.43 Closer to the spirit of horror film, 


critics such as Steven Shaviro, Carol Clover, and Linda Williams maintain 


that the pleasure of horror, as Judith Halberstam puts it, “often resides in ab-


jection, loss, revulsion, dread, and violence.”44 Shaviro reminds us that “fear-


fulness is itself a thrill and a powerful turn- on, as any devotee of horror films 


knows.”45


 While Cloverfield does initially imitate the fearful conditions of 9/11, ca-


tharsis is not its goal. Indeed, the film’s website continues to play 9/11 as a 


gag. Paramount initiated a competition inviting viewers to send in footage 


in response to the question “Where Were YOU When the Cloverfield Mon-


ster Hit?” Taking up the refrain that became popular after JFK’s death, and 
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which subsequently became a much- asked question about people’s 9/11 ex-


periences, Cloverfield manages to conflate two historical traumas and make 


both equivalent to a monster movie. The film renders the idea of trauma itself 


as a game. Far from reinscribing 9/11 as unrepresentable, Cloverfield simu-


lates disastrous conditions quite elaborately, but in the very excess of spec-


tacle it renders trauma irrelevant and eschews the psychological depth that 


trauma requires. Too literal to be repressed, too glib to be traumatic, Clover-


field does derail the typical way of representing 9/11. The film inadvertently 


demonstrates how mainstream representation’s consistent devices—its focus 


on heroism and its respectful black screens—are so dislocated from the real 


trauma of human devastation that they function as well for a Godzilla revival 


as they do for the real deaths of thousands of people.


T H E “A L- A- G O RY” O F M U L B E R RY S T R E E T


If Cloverfield represents one tradition of horror filmmaking—horror satire—


then I want to conclude by discussing a different tradition in which horror 


involves a more serious cultural reckoning. Mulberry Street is an indepen-


dent “rat- zombie” film directed by Jim Mickle that brings 9/11 imagery into 


the tradition of classic horror films such as Night of the Living Dead (George 


Romero, 1968). Of all of the films considered here—including Fahrenheit 9 /11, 


9 /11, and Cloverfield—Mulberry Street is the most conventional in its film-


making, and yet it stands most clearly in contradiction to mainstream repre-


sentation of 9/11.


 The film’s first frames show urban rooftops at dawn, followed by a shot of 


the Staten Island Ferry moving toward Manhattan and then one of the Statue 


of Liberty, vividly green in the morning sun, seen from the perspective of the 


protagonist, Clutch, who is fishing in the river. As in Cloverfield, the Statue 


of Liberty alludes to a host of earlier horror, action, and suspense films shot 


before September 11, and it also invokes the national and political narratives 


associated with that quintessentially American landmark after September 11. 


Here, given the film’s attention to class, it also echoes the opening of Working 


Girl (Mike Nichols, 1988), with its sweeping shots of Ellis Island, the World 


Trade Center, and Manhattan, as symbols of promise for individual free-


dom and class advancement—all the better to show the gruesome collapse of 


those promises. Mulberry Street’s point of view could be said to be that of a 


hypothetical working- class, Lower East Side Manhattan pedestrian; scenes 


are shot in a naturalistic fashion, through windows, framed and occasionally 


blocked by signposts, cars, people, and other urban obstacles to vision. The 
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opening shot of the Statue of Liberty, for example, is occluded by a blurry 


dark form, which turns out to be Clutch’s arm on the railing of the Battery 


Park City esplanade.


 The film follows Clutch as he jogs through lower Manhattan, the area 


most affected by September 11. He passes the fenced- in site of Ground Zero, 


which is covered with signs describing the plans for the area’s rebuilding. As 


he runs north through SoHo, the camera cuts to the cover of NY News Daily: 


“Crome Win$ Bid to Develop Lower Manhattan: Hundreds Face Eviction.” 


The slogan of Crome Development, we read on a billboard, is “The Neigh-


borhood Is Changing,” flanked by a tall, gleaming, multistory office build-


ing. A quick shot of the giant inflatable rats that unions set up around the 


city in front of picket lines is a visual joke, which is then followed by a shot 


of menacing, greenish rats congregating under the street. Crome or the crit-


ters: who is the real rat? Over the course of a day and night, these vermin 


spread their evil contagion throughout the city, turning people into aggres-


sive, flesh- eating killers. The film focuses on the inhabitants of a Lower East 


Side building on Mulberry Street that has just been bought by Crome Devel-


opment. This narrative frame references the real- estate battle that followed 


the destruction of the World Trade Center, as developers such as Larry Silver-


stein forged ahead with plans for commercial space while residential advocacy 


groups clamored for more affordable housing in a city that was (and is) edging 


out working- class people like those who live on Mulberry Street, including 


Clutch.


FIGURE 1.3. Clutch and Lady Liberty ( Mulberry Street, After Dark Films, 2006).
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 While Cloverfield ’s downtown Manhattan is essentially a “green screen” 


set for special effects, Mulberry Street features shots of local bars, streets, and 


intimate scenes of daily life in the city. Amid this quotidian calm, however, 


there are cues that allude to PTSD. At a loud rumbling of a plane engine, 


characters freeze; the camera lingers on low- flying helicopters and the clear 


blue sky that has become a trope in 9/11 representation (and a sight that many 


people in Manhattan associated with 9/11 long after the events of that day). 


The contagion, spreading southward from Harlem, is tracked by media up-


dates that strike familiar 9/11 notes: first one subway shuts down after a rat 


attack, and then all subway service ceases, stranding people and forcing them 


to walk home; as the alert code is “raised to red,” the FDR Drive is closed, 


tunnels are sealed, and Manhattan is put “under official quarantine” as the 


National Guard gathers in New Jersey and Staten Island. Television stations 


eventually lose their signals, and a voice on the radio asks, “At this point, the 


big question coming from state and local officials is, where is the emergency 


response and why has it taken so long for information to trickle down?”


 Most of the characters in Mulberry Street have been through not only 


9/11 but also other historical and personal traumas. One elderly man is a 


World War II vet; another character is a Vietnam vet in a wheelchair. Clutch’s 


daughter, Casey, is on her way home from fighting in Iraq. Her face is deeply 


scarred, but her experience is never explained. Other characters include a 


single mother and her teenage son, and Clutch’s black, gay roommate. These 


layered stories produce a complex narrative in which real historical trauma 


intersects with fictional trauma (the rat- zombie plague)—or, as Halberstam 


describes The Silence of the Lambs, “the horror of the extraordinary and the 


horror of the ordinary side by side.”46


 The apartment building becomes that classic setting in horror film, a “ter-


rible house,”47 as the rat plague makes its way downtown, a process the film 


follows through Casey battling her way south through the city, from Harlem, 


through Central Park, and home to her father’s Mulberry Street building, 


which is swarming with bloodthirsty rat- zombies. A particularly unsettling 


sequence centers on rat- zombies attacking and devouring people in a local 


bar; the film lingers both on the rat- zombies’ movements as they tug against 


resistant human flesh, and on the sounds of this cannibalistic feast.


 After a long, brutal night, the survivors of the rat attacks are winnowed 


down to Clutch, Casey, and the teenage boy who lives in the building. They 


make their way to the building’s roof, battling the rat- zombies in an ener-


gizing fight scene. Clutch’s roommate, who has been zombified, confronts 


Clutch and bites his neck, thereby infecting him. Grappling, Clutch throws 
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himself and his friend over the side of the building. The camera focuses on 


their bodies on the pavement. At that point, a mysterious but presumably 


government- directed troop in hazmat suits bursts onto the roof, grabbing 


the boy and shooting Casey in the chest with a hypodermic needle, which is 


another homage to Night of the Living Dead, deemed by Charles Derry to be 


“the bleakest horror film, devoid of even an iota of hope.”48 Unlike the tra-


ditional valorization of firefighters and police officers in most 9/11 narratives, 


Mulberry Street treats its authorities as useless and evil, just as the posse of 


white men that murders the remaining black character in Night of the Living 


Dead behaves more brutally than any zombies. In Mulberry Street’s last min-


utes, Casey staggers and finally collapses over the side of the building. A scarf 


falls from her hand and settles on top of the bodies of the two men. The last 


shot of the film shows the men, dead on the pavement, surrounded by blood.


 Of course, this is not a literal treatment of the bodies that fell from the 


World Trade Center, but the final scene can be read as what Adam Lowen-


stein calls an “allegorical moment”: “a shocking collision of film, spectator, 


and history where registers of bodily space and historical time are disrupted, 


confronted, and intertwined.”49 Mulberry Street is not “about” 9/11; rather, it 


places the events in a climate of cultural violence ranging from wars to rent 


hikes to rat- zombies. If we consider how explicitly the film signals the drama 


of 9/11 in its opening scenes, the last scene completes the frame and makes the 


spectacle of bodily violence part of that narrative. We see that damage in the 


veterans of three wars—World War II, Vietnam, and Iraq—in the bodies of 


FIGURE 1.4. Fallen men ( Mulberry Street, After Dark Films, 2006).
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the people ravaged by the rat- zombies, and finally, in the men who fall from 


the building.


 Mulberry Street’s press kit declares that the film is


our allegory (pronounced “al- a- GORY”) on post 9/11 New York City. . . . 


The rats in this movie aren’t just about infestation. They stand for urban de-


cay. They’re about encroachment, gentrification, and an inevitable sense of 


change and modernization for better or worse. . . . As much as Mulberry 


Street is a rat- zombie film, it’s also meant to show how everyday people deal 


with problems in this city. It’s about scaling down the zombie genre. It’s 


about the struggles of the middle class. It’s about the unstoppable force of 


change and power. It’s about the supposedly imminent threat of terrorism 


(and everything else).50


As convincingly as the film pursues its “al- a- GORY” of capitalism and gen-


trification, these lofty ideological ambitions fade into harrowing scenes of 


rabid rat- people tearing into human flesh and rat- zombies pushing their way 


up through the insulation of the Mulberry Street building. The film proves 


Tom Gunning’s point in the 2000 documentary The American Nightmare 


(Adam Simon) that “the horror film, in many ways, even though it may re-


spond to social traumas . . . , ultimately hits someplace else. In many ways, the 


social trauma opens the door, but then you plummet into some of the most 


primal elements . . . really psychological themes.” Mulberry Street is neither 


cathartic nor redemptive—as its nihilistic ending makes clear—but its sen-


sational visceral effects can be read productively against the absence of such 


representation in other 9/11 narration.


 In evaluating horror films responding to historical trauma, it is helpful, as 


Lowenstein suggests, to move away from a moral reading of them as redemp-


tive or negligent, and to instead focus on the ways they are “culturally specific 


[and] historically contextualized.”51 I have been arguing that horror films re-


sponding to 9/11 are integrally related to more mainstream representations, 


but not in any simple way. That is, they are not the antidote or the solution to 


“better” 9/11 representation. Rather, they make visible the ways other media 


tell the story of 9/11. In contrast to the strict moral universe of Dante’s Ital-


ian Catholic Inferno, where spectacles of human violence were displayed to 


serve a clear theological purpose, the contemporary effort to promote a heroic 


narrative of 9/11 relies on the suppression of explicitly violent bodily imagery. 


Our current representations of 9/11 attempt to protect us from being wounded 


by history.
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 The expectation is that 9/11 will be treated with sensitivity and reverence 


toward the events and the survivors: no bodies, no blood, no dishonorable 


behavior. What films such as Mulberry Street introduce to the American nar-


rative of September 11 is a more bodily and antiheroic response. It cannot be 


absorbed or taken up in any “useful” way, but rather it expands the narrative 


possibilities for thinking about 9/11. Horror’s antiheroic articulations are not 


the solution to representing 9/11, but they call attention to the limits of how 


9/11 is currently represented, the way in which narrative possibilities have 


been strategically narrowed. History has taught us that early representation 


of violent and traumatic events usually serves an ideological purpose, and that 


subsequent narratives begin to free themselves from this necessity and address 


aspects of the story that had not been admissible before. (The classic model of 


this in literature is Tim O’Brien’s 1990 Vietnam story collection, The Things 


They Carried.)52 Horror films do not offer a picture of 9/11 that many of us 


want to adopt, but in explicitly rendering what is not shown elsewhere, they 


draw our attention to the mechanisms by which heroic exceptions have been 


substituted for the human, bodily devastation of that day.


 In his elegant 2006 critique of the representation of September 11 in 


films such as United 93 and World Trade Center, Daniel Mendelsohn remarks, 


“However much they seek to illumine the events of September 11, the films of 


Greengrass and Stone are, in the end, more like curtains than windows. For 


the present, at least, we still can’t bring ourselves to look.”53 The increasing 


appearance of horror films and other narratives that represent 9/11 unconven-


tionally suggests that the impulse to look is becoming more urgent.54 These 


counter- narratives make visible how difficult it is to relinquish the heroic nar-


rative and imagine one marked by vulnerability and dignity as well as com-


plicity. They point to the resistance to representing the events of 9/11 as a 


national wound that was in some ways enabled both by the nation’s political 


activities and—perhaps the most frightening story of all—by the vast system-


atic failures of internal measures that were supposed to protect the nation. 


These new counter- narratives are appearing, slowly and steadily, even if we 


can only watch them in that time- honored way of taking in a particularly 


scary horror movie, holding our hands over our faces and peering through our 


fingers, but watching nonetheless.
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